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PREVENT

COSTLY INJURIES

Baltimore Ravens are using DARI
to prevent injuries and keep most
valuable players in the game
Client Situation In 2015 the Baltimore Ravens were projected to be one of the best teams in
the NFL, but optimism turned to disappointment when injuries stalled the season. With more
than 16 athletes on the IR list at one time, the Ravens needed to
take action. It became imperative to reduce the injury rate and,
in turn, improve the team’s chances for winning games.
DARI Solution The Ravens installed the DARI system in the organization’s performance facility
in order to screen each athlete’s biomechanical profile weekly and identify problems before they
manifest as pain. Given professional athletes’ high-performance focus, players can modify
movement patterns to strengthen targeted muscle groups and prevent injury. DARI is the only system
able to accurately track these finite motion changes and deliver the data to improve athletes’ health.
Business Impact Heading into the 2016–17 season, the Baltimore Ravens’ player contracts
totaled more than $150 million. Using DARI to keep athletes on the field is simply a business
necessity. The Ravens are expecting similar results from DARI as have already been
demonstrated by an Australian football team that utilizes the technology: the ability to predict
injuries weeks before they occur and the
See injuries before they occur.
opportunity to implement action plans
DARI identifies potential injuries two
for injury avoidance. For the Ravens,
weeks before they might otherwise
reducing the injury rate can mean the
occur, giving athletes and trainers a
head start on avoidance.
difference between winning and losing.
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TIME IS MONEY
Athletes are pulled in a host of
different directions by multiple
demands, all of them important
to the athlete’s performance.
Time to evaluate an athlete is a
critical element. A trainer,
physician or physical therapist
may have as little as five to ten
minutes of interaction per athlete.
Rather than spending all of that
time conducting a subjective
analysis of the athlete, DARI
gives pro sports teams the
ability to capture a full body
evaluation in less than five
minutes. A full team overview,
complete with scores for
individual athletes, is available
the same day.
DARI allows athletes and those
who work with them the ability
to use their time to craft
solutions for better performance.
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